Four Dashboards to Make
Marketing Measurement Easy

From Data-Diving to Insights-Driving
In this guide, we’ll show you:
• The four distinct pillars of marketing measurement,
the importance of each, and how they translate into
actionable dashboards
• A practitioner’s model for categorizing marketing
metrics
• Insights, use cases, and sample metrics for each
pillar and its corresponding dashboard
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Four Pillars of Marketing Measurement

Planning

I need to review what’s
happened in the past to
plan for the future.

Achieving

Am I achieving the
goals we established?

Optimizing

Where are my processes
performing well, and
where can they be
improved?

Evaluating

How have I
impacted revenue and
what should I do more
of?
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Pillar #1
Planning I need to review what’s happened in the past to plan for the future.

Insights You Gain

•
•

Past performance over long
periods
Benchmarks for attaining
future goals

Actions to Take

•
•

Review what worked well
and what didn’t over the
performance period
Set goals for KPIs as inputs
to achieve target revenue

Frequency of Use

•
•

Use annually to review your
progress
Use separately for marketing team, execs, and board
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Pillar #1
Planning I need to review what’s happened in the past to plan for the future.

Demand Planning (“Reverse Waterfall”) includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Average deal size
Stage-to-stage conversion rates
Stage-to-stage velocity rates
Engagement patterns
Revenue contributions
Funnel
Stages

Stage
Conversion
Rates

Volume
per Stage

INQ –> MQL

8%

27,548

MQL –> SAL

55%

2,204

SAL –> SQL

60%

1,212

SQL –> Oppty

25%

727

Wins

182

Avg Deal Size

$55,000

Revenue Target

$10,000,000
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Pillar #2
Achieving Am I achieving the goals we established?

Insights You Gain

•

Status of KPIs for attaing
your set goals

Actions to Take

•
•

Assess your current
trajectory
Course-correct through a
deeper diagnosis

Frequency of Use

•
•

Use regularly
Highest use frequency
among marketing team
(weekly), with board and
execs using less frequently
(monthly or quarterly)
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Pillar #2
Achieving Am I achieving the goals we established?

Provides Effective Prep for Marketing Leadership Meetings:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revenue
Volume: MQLs / SQLs / SALs / Opportunity
Opportunity coverage
Stage-to-stage velocity rates
Stage-to-stage conversion rates
Revenue contributions
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Pillar #3
Optimizing Where are my processes performing well—and where can they be improved?

Insights You Gain

•

Specific areas of marketing
and sales (mis)alignment
and improvement

Actions to Take

•
•

Re-orient marketing
towards higher quality
leads for sales
Create organizational
processes for sales to better
handle leads

Frequency of Use

•
•

Use monthly
Use when diagnosing
issues in achieving KPI
goals
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Pillar #3
Optimizing Where are my processes performing well—and where can they be improved?

Use when Sales Has Questions about Quality of Leads from Marketing:
• Disposition reasons by sales rep
• Aggregate disqualification reasons by time
cohorts
• Lost opportunities by reason
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Pillar #4
Evaluating How have I impacted revenue and what should I do more of?

Insights You Gain

•

Campaign performance,
with segmentation
by types, cohorts, and
individual campaigns

Actions to Take

•

Re-allocate your resources
to high-performing and
high-ROI campaigns

Frequency of Use

•
•

Use monthly
Use after sets of campaigns,
and upon diagnosing issues
in achieving KPI goals
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Pillar #4
Evaluating How have I impacted revenue and what should I do more of?

Use for Real-Time Budget Adjustment Scenarios:
•
•
•
•

Campaign conversion rates
Campaign deal sizes
Campaign velocity rates
Campaigns by revenue
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Take Action from Your Marketing Measurement

Learn more about driving actionable
insights from Full Circle Insights, request
a chat with one of our experts here.
See how our solutions maximize your
Salesforce CRM at
www.fullcircleinsights.com

Lead
Matching

Campaign
Attribution

Funnel
Metrics

